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Video 206: Are Channeled Entities, UFOs, and Aliens 
just Programs?  

By Wes Penre, Feb. 13, 2020 
 

The video to this transcript can be found on our Video channel below each video, respectively: 

https://wespenrevideos.com    

 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

    
 

ore and more people—even within mainstream science—are now 

considering that we might be living in a simulation or a coded virtual 

reality program of sorts. Still, this is nothing new—alternative 

researchers, including ourselves, have suspected this for quite a long time, and the 

more we research, the stronger the suspicion that this is the case.  
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If the above is true, wouldn’t it be a piece of cake for somebody who is controlling 

this coded reality to insert virtually anything they want into the program, 

considering they possess the technology to do so? This video will expand on this to 

see where it will lead us. 

Let’s start with the so-called alien abductions. It’s fairly well established by now 

that people who feel they have been abducted are often implanted with false 

memories afterwards. Often, they perceive themselves having been on a 

spaceship/UFO and been tampered with by aliens, such as Reptilians, Grays, or 

Praying Mantises. To the victim, this feels very real. However, the military has the 

technology to take the soul out of the body and experiment with our minds, where 

after they implant a false narrative into the victim so that they think they have been 

abducted by aliens. 

If we live in a simulation that we can compare to a computer game, where we think 

we are our avatars, i.e. our physical bodies, wouldn’t it be easy for the Overlords 

to insert whatever they want into this software, if they were the ones who created 

this simulation to begin with? If a computer programmer has created a video game 

that is up and running, but they want to insert something more into the game, 

couldn’t they, for instance, insert UFOS, Reptilians, and other so-called aliens into 

it, and the souls, playing the game without knowing they are stuck in it, think that 

it’s real? This would not be a difficult task for a game developer. If we look at this 

on a grander scale, where the Overlords are the programmer, it would work the 

same way. In reverse, they could also extract things from the game, as needed. 

If this is true, are UFOs, aliens, and other unusual phenomena within the Matrix 

really real, or are they just insertions into the software to fill a purpose? 

En.ki and his team created this current construct after the infamous Flood about 

13,000 years ago—this is when they gave us amnesia and, at some point, put us in 

a time-loop, as discussed in previous videos and articles. From thereon, the 

genuine souls, who have invested their soul energy in the avatar, believe that the 

video game is all there is.  

We talk a lot about the Singularity these days, but what is the Singularity in this 

context? Well, wouldn’t it just be a transition, where all ignorant souls are 
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transferring their soul energy from one computer game to another, when the 

Overlords have concluded that we have “outlived” the potentials for this current 

game—seen from their perspective? Now, they need to transfer our consciousness 

to something they call the “New Earth,” “New Construct,” or “Fifth Dimension,” 

which is just another computer program with other rules that they’ve prepared for 

us. Currently, we’re in the middle of the transition between “two worlds,” so to 

speak. 

These virtual realities are all interactive and at the same time predestined. They 

have goals that we are supposed to achieve—thus, the amnesia, manipulation, and 

the belief systems we’ve been subjected to and adopted. A certain degree of 

freewill is allowed, but in this matrix it’s limited. If we go too far out on a limb, we 

will often be “corrected” and pushed back into the fold. Usually, we have been 

trained to police each other, and there are consequences for walking astray from 

the herd and go in our own direction.  

Today’s computer games can look very close to the reality we are used to, and 

we’re often in awe how good the graphics are. If humans can create this and make 

us super-enthusiastic to play—even to the point when we get addicted—what do 

you think the gods, with their advanced technology, are capable of when it comes 

to the Matrix? It wouldn’t be much of a stretch to imagine that they can do a 

thousand times better.  

When the Overlords created the human avatars, they didn’t create us as equals. 

They experimented with DNA so that certain bloodlines have abilities that others 

don’t, and vice versa. Thus, some people are automatically more psychic than 

others, for example. These people can become easy targets for manipulation, 

unless they have a greater understanding of how things work and can avoid the 

traps. This is where channeling comes into the picture. 

Although there are no absolutes, we highly suspect that the majority of channelings 

that are not conducted by the military, are programs inserted into the channeler. As 

mentioned earlier, some people are more receptive than others because of their 

DNA/programs. If this is a simulation, wouldn’t it be easy to tune into a certain 

avatar’s experiences, beliefs, and imagination and create an interactive program 

that can be inserted into that person? After all, they are capable of creating empty 
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human vessels that can interact with us here in the Matrix. These channeled 

entities/programs might be indistinguishable from an alien being, or 

whomever/whatever they claim to be. These programs can potentially run more or 

less automatically, just like very advanced A.I.—which these programs would 

actually be.  

This could be the reason why certain people receive these messages at a particular 

time. Imagine that the Overlords have a long-term plan for humankind, and at a 

certain point, it’s time for a particular program to be run to steer humans in a 

certain direction. We might have a difficult time accepting that such advanced, 

interactive programs exist, but we need to think again! Just because humanity is 

not capable of creating such advanced programs, what makes us think that there 

couldn’t be others who are capable of doing it? Is that such a big stretch? 

All these A.I. programs need to do is to scan the channeler and the Akashic 

Records to find the answer and then give a response according to how the A.I. 

program is constructed, but being restricted to the purpose a certain program in 

question has—the Overlords would not like the program to reveal more than it’s 

supposed to. For instance, these programs can say they are of the Galactic 

Federation, Pleiadians, us in the future, Jesus, God, the Arcturians, or whatever fits 

the bill. 

Again, if we take all of the above into consideration, another question might come 

up; is the Greater Universe, i.e. the KHAA, also a simulation and a computer 

program, metaphorically speaking? Is the Universe a simulation, within a 

simulation, within a simulation? Well, it could be, but as we see it, it might be 

from a much grander perspective than the simulation we currently live in. Keep in 

mind that this matrix was created by En.ki and his crew of scientists, and it’s just a 

bad copy and a mimic of the Greater Universe. In this construct, we—the 

“players”—got trapped because the gods made us forget that we were “playing a 

game.” Now, most people think that this game is all that is, including the 4% 

Universe we can perceive within this limited containment.  

It’s not that we’re not living in the KHAA already, though. If the living room, in 

which we play a video game, is the KHAA, don’t the computer and the computer 
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game also exist in the living room/the KHAA? This is what we mean when we say 

that the KHAA is all around us, even when we operate within the Matrix. 

The KHAA, even if it's metaphorically a virtual reality game, too, is created as a 

blueprint for souls to expand, learn, create, and experience in, in order for the 

Divine to learn about Herself. Bringing this down to a much lower level, it's like 

when a scientist creates an environment in a lab, where they can experiment to 

learn and expand their knowledge. The scientist in this analogy would be the 

Divine and the lab would be the KHAA—no other connection to scientists other 

than the analogy, of course. 

You might say, "I don't want to live in a computer program when I go to the 

KHAA." Remember it's a metaphor—it’s not perfect, but it works. For the Divine 

to be able to explore Her potentials, She needed to separate Herself into smaller 

units (souls), and these souls needed a blueprint from which they could create and 

operate. The Queen, as a soul extension of Spirit (the Divine Feminine), set Herself 

out to do just that. 

So, from a soul perspective, do we want to operate in a universe that is a bad copy 

and a mimic of the original one--a copy where we have very limited freewill and 

we almost always learn only from pain and suffering, having amnesia, and being 

stuck in a seemingly endless time-loop, or do we want to create with full 

awareness, without being controlled by some authoritarian entity, who place 

himself above us as a god? 

Some claim we can bypass it all and go back to Source. No one can say for sure 

whether this is possible or not (we had a long discussion about this on our forum), 

but to us, we don't think that's an option. There is always a chance that the Greater 

Universe will one day fulfill its purpose and implode and go back to Source as a 

huge body of experience, but what then? Will everything just stop in a big 

contentment? No more movement and no more learning? Is it possible for the 

Divine Feminine to learn everything there is to learn, when an almost infinite 

number of souls in the universe can make personal decisions that are unique to 

them? Doesn't that make an almost infinite number of potentials to explore? 
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Beyond the physical universe, which consists of matter, energy, space, and time, 

there is no matter, energy, space, and time—only a static. No movement. This 

means there is no time, so to the Divine (pure Spirit), time is irrelevant. This makes 

us think that creation might continue "forever" from our point of view. However, 

time is not linear in the KHAA when we operate as nonphysical beings, so our 

experiences in the KHAA will be completely different from here. 

We have used metaphors and analogies in this video. We can’t directly compare 

the Matrix and the KHAA to computer programs because things are so much more 

advanced and complicated than that, but the metaphors and analogies work fairly 

well to get across a concept for the listener or reader to consider. Does this, in any 

way, fit into your own picture? 

 

We are still working on the next episode of the miniseries, and we hope we will be 

ready with it so we can insert it at the end of our next video. Thanks for your 

patience! 

 


